
 

Minister Tracking and Changes 
 

The Disciples of Christ regional version of CDM+ Membership includes additional 
information on the Individual Record to facilitate the tracking of ministers in the region, while 
maintaining information about standing, professional codes, church of call, work location, and 
more. The regional version of CDM+ is able to communicate this information to the CDM+ 
database in the Office of Christian Vocation. By communicating changes on a regular basis, 
information in the Ministers Directory—both online and in the green pages of the Year Book 
and Directory—can be kept current without the need for annual, large-scale updates. 
 
General and Regional Databases  

Each regional office uses a CDM+ database, at a minimum, to interact with the Search 
and Call system. Some regions only use Search and Call and do not have access to the 
CDM+ Membership program beyond Church Records. 
 

Search and Call is one connection between the CDM+ databases in the Office of Christian 
Vocation (General) and a regional office. New and updated profiles from the General database 
are synced with the regional database on a weekly basis. Profiles are prepared to enter 
circulation on Thursday, and so they are typically available in regional databases on Friday. 
 

Most regions, however, use the CDM+ Membership program alongside the functions for 
Search and Call. This provides the additional data and functions for tracking ministers, 
churches, and submitting changes to the General database. 
 
Differences Between the Two 
 

The Regional version of 
CDM+ uses the Membership 
program to store address and 
individual information. 
Regions need to maintain 
information for more than just 
ministers. Like churches, 
regions maintain data on 
leaders in the region, donors, 
contributions, and events. All 
of these relate to the Address 
and Individual Records in 
CDM+ Membership.  
 
 
 

The General database 
does not share those 
requirements, and so the  
General database only has Minister Records. Unlike the Minister Records in a regional database, which only 
contain minister profile information for ministers currently in circulation in that region, Minister 
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Records in the General database bring together contact information, search and call information, 
and credential information. All this information is part of one record in the General database, 
whereas that same information is maintained in different record types in a Regional database. 
 
Codes for Ministers 
 

Another connection between the General and Regional databases is in the sharing of Professional Codes, 
Ethnic Codes, and Standing Codes. These codes are determined by the General Commission on Ministry 
(GCOM). Once established, they are coded into the General CDM+ database and shared with the regional 
databases. These codes cannot be changed by regions. 

 

Individual Records for Ministers  
In the Regional  

version of CDM+, the  
Individual Record  
window contains  
additional  
information that is not  
available in other  
versions of CDM+.  
These additional tabs  
and fields are used for  
tracking ministers and  
for defining the  
connections between  
individuals and  
churches. Leadership  
positions in churches,  
ministerial or  
otherwise, can be tracked in CDM+. 
 
Minister Checkbox 
 

The Minister checkbox on the Name tab indicates that the region regards this person as a 
minister. Checking this box makes the information on the DOC Minister tab available. CDM+ 
also looks at this checkbox in determining whether to include this person as a minister for 
association with ministers in the General database. 
 
NOTE: The Minister checkbox does not indicate standing! Has Standing is a flag on the 
DOC Minister tab. That checkbox, not the Minister checkbox, indicates that a minister’s 
standing is held by your region. 
 
Do Not Print 
 

The Do Not Print checkbox on the Name tab of the Individual Record is the equivalent in 
CDM+ of marking that individual record as inactive. When Do Not Print is checked for an 
individual, that person will not appear in directories and other reports using standard searches. 
The Do Not Print box is usually checked when a person dies, for example. This allows that 
persons records to continue in the database without including them in reports and directories. 
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CDM+ Regional uses the combination of the Minister and Do Not Print boxes to determine 

whether an individual is an active minister in the region. If the Minister box is checked and Do 
Not Print is unchecked, this minister will be available for possible association with a minister in 
the General database. 
 
RECORD FILTERS (New in 10.1) 
 

By default, the records displayed in the Individual Records window will be filtered based on the Do Not 
Print check box. If an individual record has the Do Not Print box checked, that record will not be 
displayed in simple find results or when showing all records. The orange  icon will indicate that the 
results have been filtered. To show the filtered records, click the filtered icon. The records will  
be displayed, and the icon will change to the green  icon to indicate that no 
records are being filtered. The result count will be updated accordingly. 
 

Using the default filter in CDM+ 10.1, you can search for active ministers with a 
simple find, Minister = Yes. 
 
When a Minister Dies 
 

When a minister dies, the death date should be recorded on the Personal tab of their 
Individual Record. Has Standing should be unchecked, and Do Not Print should be checked. 
This change should be submitted to the General database. 
 
NOTE: The General database does not have a field to record the death date. Please include 
this in the notes that accompany your change. This will be recorded in the General history 
notes. 
 
When a Minister Leaves the Region 
 

When a minister leaves the region, their standing will transfer to another region, so the Has 
Standing box should be unchecked. The Minister box should remain checked, however, in order to 
continue access to information on the DOC Minister tab. Check the Do Not Print box so that 
minister does not appear on directories and other reports of ministers in the region. 
 
Address Override 
 

The Override check box provides the capability for a minister’s mail from the region to be 
delivered to an address other than the address (usually their home address) on the address 
record. For example, several ministers prefer to have mail from the region delivered to the 
church rather than to their home. 
 

By checking the Override box, you can then enter the church address as the override 
address. Then mail to the minister that uses individual data will be addressed to the church, while 
mail to the family—that is, from the Address or Giving Unit Record—will be delivered to the home. 
 
DOC Minister Tab 
 

The DOC Minister tab contains a substantial part of the information in Regional database that is shared 
with and communicated to the General database. The data pane of the DOC Minister tab contains two 
panels. The left-hand panel has the heading DOC Minister and contains information in 
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the Regional database. Regional data is available for update. The right-hand panel has the 
heading OCV Minister and displays information drawn in real time from the General database. 
 

Information from the General database can be copied and pasted, but it cannot be 
updated from the DOC Minister tab. The OCV Minister pane displays the minister’s name, 
PIN, Standing Code, Professional Code,  
and standing 
status. It also 
includes contact 
information and 
information 
about the 
minister’s current 
church of call. 
 

Having this 
information side 
by side is an easy 
way to determine 
whether the 
Regional and 
General records 
are in sync and  
whether the region needs to submit any changes. 
 
DOC Minister Data 
 

The following fields are used in communication with the General database. 
 

Minister PIN – The Minister PIN is the connecting link between an Individual Record in a 
Regional database and a Minister Record in the General database. The Minister PIN field on 
the DOC Minister tab can be filled by using the Minister Association tool, copying and pasting 
the PIN, or manually typing the PIN. When a PIN in a Regional database matches a PIN in the 
General database, those two records are associated. 
 

Standing Code – The Standing Code indicates the type of standing this minister has, 
and the values come from the General database. 
 

• CC(DOC) indicates that the minister has standing as an ordained minister from the 
Disciples of Christ.  

• O (UCC) indicates that the minister has standing as an ordained minister from the 
United Church of Christ.  

• C indicates that the minister has standing as a commissioned minister.  
• LM-r indicates that minister retired in good standing as a licensed or commissioned minister.  
• None indicates that the minister has no standing. 

 
Professional Code – The Professional Code classifies the type of ministry in which this minister is 

currently engaged. The codes are established by GCOM, and the values come from the General 
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Database. A complete list of Professional Codes is available on the Disciples Home Missions 
web site as well as in the Year Book and Directory. 
 

Has Standing – The Has Standing checkbox, when checked, indicates that the minister 
currently has standing held by your region. 
 

Ordination Date – Date of the minister’s ordination. 
 

Ordination Region – Region in which the minister was ordained. This is a field that can 
have the label changed in System Preferences. When communicating with the General 
database, the Regional CDM+ database will always send the contents of the box two boxes 
below Ordination Date as the Ordination Region. 
 

Ethnic Codes – Beginning in CDM+ 10.0, Ethnic Codes are full text descriptions. The values come from 
the General database, and it is now possible to assign more than one Ethnic Code to a minister. 
 

Occupation – Fields in the Occupation box are used for 
ministers who are primarily engaged in ministry outside of a local 
congregation.  
 

Note: The General CDM+ database has two fields that describe where 
a minister is engaged in ministry. The Church of Call relates to  
a Church Record and is communicated from a minister’s Church tab in the Regional 
database. Work Location is free text and is communicated to the General database from the 
Work Place field in the Occupation box of the Regional database. 
 
Church Tab 
 

The Church tab connects Individual Records with one or more Church Records. To 
connect a minister to a church:  
 

• Click Change  
• On the Church tab, 

click Add Church.  
• Choose the 

church from the 
drop down list.  

• Choose the 
position from the 
drop down list.  

• Enter the 
Start Date.  

• Click Save. 
 

Positions are defined by  
the region, and the lists are specified in the Master Coding System. A regional database may use lots of 
positions, but only a few of these may be ministry positions that need to be communicated to the General 
database. Ministry positions to be communicated from the Regional database to the General 
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database are defined in CDM+ System Preferences, under the Regional tab on DOC. Check the 
boxes next to the positions that should be included in communications with the General database. 
 

If a minister has an entry on the church tab, the position matches one in the System 
Preferences list, and the entry does not have an End Date, that church will be communicated 
to the General database as the Church of Call when changes are submitted. 
 
NOTE: CDM+ considers any position used on the Church tab to be a Church Position. These 
positions can then be used in selecting data for inclusion in directories and on reports, sending 
letter or email notices, or looking up individuals in the CDM+ Mobile app. 
 

Associating Ministers in Regional with General  
In order to submit ministerial changes from your Regional database to the General database, 

the Individual Records (Regional) need to be associated with Minister Records (General). The key 
to association is the Minister PIN. Minister PINs are generated in the General CDM+ database. 
 

Having correct information in the Minister PIN field on the DOC Minister tab associates that 
minister with their corresponding Minister Record in the General CDM+ database. This can be 
accomplished by simply copying and pasting or manually entering the PIN into that field. 
 
Minister Association   

If you haven’t yet associated any 
ministers in your Regional database 
with ministers in the General database, 
the Minister Association tool makes it 
easy to associate multiple ministers at 
once. The tool is available on    File  
Utilities. Scroll down in the list of 
utilities, and select Minister Association. 
Then click Run Special Program. 
 
 

The Minister Association window is 
divided into four quadrants. It has lists of 
ministers at the top, and data for a 
selected minister at the bottom. The left-
hand side contains data from the 
Regional database, and the right-hand 
side contains data from the  
General database. The Regional list contains all individuals in the database for whom the 
Minister box is checked and the Do Not Print box is unchecked. The General list contains all 
ministers whose Minister Record indicates your region as the region of oversight. 
 

This can be an easy way to check your list. For example, if a minister is appearing in the regional  
list that should not be, it is likely that the individual record needs fixing. Click the individual icon 

 in the regional data panel, and CDM+ will jump you to that Individual Record. 
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Ministers that have been associated appear in green, and ministers that have not been 

associated appear in red. To associate a minister: 
 

• Select their name from the regional list;  
• Select the corresponding name from the OCV list;  
• Compare information and verify that these two records represent the same person;  
• Double click the name in the OCV list. 

 
Both names will turn green, and you can continue associating ministers. When you’re done, 

click the Apply Associations check mark button to update the PINs for the associated ministers. 
 

Submitting Ministerial Changes  
The lower right corner of the DOC Minister tab contains the button to Submit DOC Ministerial 

Changes. When changes need to be communicated to the General database, use this button. 
 

When you click the button to submit changes, information for the minister in your Regional 
database is compared with the information for that minister. The differences are compiled into a set 
of changes that you review before submitting. Add notes to the change submission to let the OCV 
know why you’re submitting the change, and include your email address if it’s not already there. 
 

The communication technology continues to improve, and so the method of sending the 
changes information differs from CDM+ 9.3 and 10.0 to CDM+ 10.1. 
 
Using CDM+ 10.0 
 

When change submission was first made available in CDM+ 9.3, the Regional database 
communicated changes by compiling them into an email and sending that email to the OCV. 
Once received, someone had to open that email, review the changes, and enter them manually. 
 
Using CDM+ 10.1 
 

In CDM+ 10.1, changes are compiled into a change set. Like the email method, the change 
set is presented for review so that notes and a contact email address can be entered. Once the 
change set is submitted to the General database, the changes are stored on the new Ministerial 
Changes tab of the Individual Record. 
 

Once the change set is received in the OCV, now it can be picked up and reviewed. The 
OCV person indicates the changes to be applied, and makes the application. Once finished, the 
changes are recorded in the new Ministerial Changes tab of the Minister Record. 
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